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I am submitting a brief description of the analytic "distributed container
failure" model that I spoke about during our phone conversation of June 3, 1986.
This model is based on the work presented in the Rockwell document enclosed
(SD-BWI-TI-258). The primary addition is a convolution integral which may be
used to account for the temporal distribution of container failures.

The fractional release rate for a single container is given by Equations 13
through 15 of SD-BWI-TI-258. The time "t" used in that work was the time from
when the container was assumed to instantaneously fail (due to corrosion). To
model the release to the rock from all of the containers in the repository, the
release rate for each container is summed:

FRtotal =
n
E FR(t-tfi)/n (1)

where: n is the total number of containers in the repository.

Note that FRj is a function of the time from the failure of the individual
container (t-tfi).

As you are aware, the large numbers of containers allows one to use a convolu-
tion integral (with an appropriate probability distribution function [pdf), for
container failures) to estimate the release from the entire system. There are
several assumptions associated with such a convolution integral. Since I am
sure that you are aware of these assumptions, I will only mention that this con-
volution requires that the release rate predicted for each individual container
be independent of the time of container failure. Also, the release rate for
each container should be independent of all other containers.

With the above assumptions, the release rate across any radii may be shown to
be:

t

FRtotal = f FRi(t-T)pdf(T)dT, (2)
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where: FRj(t) is given by:

FRi(t) = RS + E
n=1

exp C-; on2 t]
R1

/ Inventory (3)

D$142 Csat
with RS = 2wL ---------------------

fLln(b/c) - *21fn(b/a)

For the packing material (see SD-BWI-TI-258, Eq. 14):

Rn(t) = -2t2L D f21 $2 Csat ohr Bj(ran,aan) B2(kban,kcan)(Fan)

For the rock region (see SD-BWI-TI-258, Eq. 15):

Rn(t) = 22w2 L D tj $22 Csat konr Bl(kron,kaon) B(kban,kcan)

B(ban,aan)F(an).

If the distribution of container failure times is assumed to be normal, then the
probability distribution function (pdf) is given by:

1
pdf(t) = ----- exp

OV2 v

- (t-tmf ) 2
2- 2 (4)

where: tmf is the mean failure time, and a is the standard deviation of
the failure times.

With some algebraic manipulation, the net fractional release rate may be shown
to be:

t

FRtotal(t) {RS
1

-2; f exp

_D0

- (t-tmf ) 2  d T

2 a

+ Z Rn exp [
n=1

- (t-tmf ) 2

2 a2

1Vn 2(t)] -
Vn (t)

f exp[-T 2]dTI/Inventory
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The integrals in Equation 5 are evaluated with functions related to the error
function (erf).

As an example, the release rate for Carbon-14 is plotted, as a function of the
standard deviation of the failure time, on Figure 1. The properties used for
the analysis of Figure 1 are based on the parameters used in the Draft
Environmental Assessment for the Hanford Site.

There are several strengths embodied in the above solution, chiefly:

It is an analytic solution which is simple to use;

It correlates well with the BWIP code "REPREL", as used in the DEA;

It may be used for sensitivity studies where little detail is required;

It may be coded on an IBM compatable PC.

The chief weaknesses are:

It is limited to radial diffusion in two concentric cylinders;

It only models solubility-limited species;

It can not model axial migration into the tunnel.

If this solution form appears to have merits with respect to your performance
assessment effort, I would be glad to submit a proposal to the appropriate
office. However, I would need to hear from you regarding your specific needs
and the appropriate level of effort. I may be contacted at (419)537-2885 or
(419)476-2810.

Sincerely,

Doug Oliver
Assistant Professor
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Fractional Release of 14C as a Function of
Container Failure Distribution Rate, (tm =
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